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Abstract— MEMS were to begin with proposed within the 1960s, but not commercialized until the 1980s. In 1982, car 

airbag frameworks (which had been proposed within the 1950s) were presented utilizing MEMS sensors to identify a 

crash. The Analog Gadgets Organization expounded this thought, creating an “accelerometer” for airbag frameworks in 

1991, where the mechanical and electronic parcels were coordinates on the same chip. The accelerometer chip recognizes 

the sudden increment or diminish in speed that happens amid a crash. Engineers and researchers needed to utilize 

integrated circuit creation procedures to create minor mechanical frameworks, which may, on the off chance that 

fundamental, be associated to electronic circuits on the same chip. One of the primary commercial applications of MEMS 

was the little spout get together utilized within the cartridges of inkjet printers. Each of the spouts in an inkjet printer’s 

printhead comprises of a empty chamber. Interior, ink streams in, is warmed with little electric warming components, 

and is at that point removed through a harbor. The chamber and all its highlights are made utilizing the same 

photolithography procedures as an coordinates circuit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

MEMS Innovation got to be one of the most recent and rising strategies since of its miniaturization and successful fetched. 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) may be a combination of electronic and mechanical components, sensors, 

and dynamic components on a silicone sub-layer adjusting the micro-fabrication innovation. The MEMS makes it 

conceivable to execute a entire framework on a single chip, and so it has got a wide extend of application. Because it can 

be seen, impressive improvements have been accomplished by passing time. To a awesome expand, usually due to the 

upgrade within the electronic frameworks of the vehicles. All of these electronic frameworks depend on the input from 

sensors, and a developing share of them is made utilizing MEMS innovation. Compared to the other sensors, the MEMS 

sensors, due to their significant focal points, have a assortment of employments within the car industry, and presently at 

slightest 30 sensor hubs of a cutting edge vehicle with 100 sensor hubs are MEMS [5].  

 

Sensors detect and measure changes in environmental conditions such as pressure, acceleration, and electromagnetic 

energy and respond with electrical signals that can be used as input to controllers or actuators. 

 

1. Inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes) 

2. Magnetometers 

3. Pressure sensors 

4. Thermal sensors 

5. Gas sensors 

6. Optical MEMS 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Shivam Hemant Dandgavhal, et al. published a paper which describes Morphological analysis is a state-of-the-art 

emerging research topic which has attracted researchers for the dissertation in micro-machining sector. Microscopy 

techniques like AFM, SEM and TEM have enabled researchers to research and investigate micro-scaled features of 

elements in the area of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), biomedical 

sensors and equipments, pharmaceutical research, micro- machining, etc. This paper reviews the brief literature based on 

remarkable research work done in the areas of microscopy, micro-manufacturing, smart materials and MEMS. A wide 

range of micro-machining applications and its alternatives has been conversed. From this literature review, gray areas for 

the further research have been identified. Current and emerging technology in shape memory alloy (SMA) research based 

on the literature has been discussed, and future scope for research in this area has been remarked. Thus, this detailed 

review steps forward for the researchers to acknowledge the wide area for development in micro-machining [1]. 
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Suresh Vasagiria, et al. published a paper on Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) which is a technology employed 

for creating tiny integrated systems or devices by combining electrical and mechanical components. It is a paradigm for 

creating and devising sophisticated mechanical systems and devices and their integrated components through batch 

fabrication methods. MEMS are manufactured using integrated circuit (IC) batch processing methods from micro-to-

millimeters in size. The integration of micromechanical components with electronics aids in developing intelligent 

actuator and sensor systems with better features, such as self-calibration and self-test. They are popularly employed in 

various applications, such as actuators, sensors, military, automotive, healthcare, biomedical, and aerospace. MEMS 

devices can sense control and actuate on the microscale and produce effects on the macroscale [2].  

 

Tengjiang published a paper on MEMS Safety-and-Arming (S&A) device which is the new generation of S&A device 

which integrates the mechanism of actuation and barrier. The features of minimized structure and easy integration make 

it to be the indispensable support to the development of weapon miniaturization, integration and intelligence. As a key 

component in the new generation weapon system, the sound development of MEMS S&A devices will have a significant 

impact on the future national defense system. Herein, the research status and development trend of MEMS S&A devices 

are introduced in this paper. From literature review on various MEMS S&A devices, it can be seen that the researches 

have evolved from individual components to system integration, and many prototypes have the potential for live-fire 

testing. Different driven principles and structures of the MEMS S&A devices are compared and summarized. At present, 

the MEMS S&A device can realize the mutual integration of the driving mechanism and the blocking mechanism on the 

micron level. In the future, with the establishment of new design criteria, MEMS S&A devices will develop from 

prototypes to practical applications, which will further promote the integration and intelligent of weapon systems [3]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

This MEMS advances can be by and large classified into four categories: accelerometers, Whirligigs, and inclinometers; 

stream and weight sensors; developing applications just like the IR sensors for Discuss quality and micro-scanners for 

vehicle shows etc.; as well as other applications such as the MEMS Oscillators, and vitality foragers for TMPS. Any of 

these categories includes diverse applications to address the Specific objectives within the vehicle. Within the taking 

after, the foremost vital and far-reaching employments of the MEMS are explored. 

 

Figure 1: Deployment of MEMS Sensors in Vehicles [19] 

 

Another application of the MEMS sensors within the vehicle control frameworks is the rollover and skidding location. 

Such a characteristic is presently rapidly and broadly acknowledged by all of the car manufacturers as a cutting-edge 

standard especially for vans, pickup trucks, and Don utility vehicles, which are more likely to roll over [20].  

 

 

Figure 2:  Rollover and Skidding Gyroscopic Sensor, BOSCH [11] 
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IV. ADVANTAGES 

 

Their small size provides great advantages over conventional sensor and actuator technologies, such as: 

 Faster response times due to shorter electrical distances (within one chip, instead of across multiple discrete 

components) 

 Lower power consumption 

 Higher reliability, performance, and precision 

 Significantly lower costs through mass manufacture using IC processes 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 

MEMS applications can be separated into three primary groups: 

 Safety 

 Engine/emissions management 

 Security, comfort, and convenience 

 

Anti-lock braking systems keep the wheels rolling enough (even under heavy pressure from the driver on the brake 

pedal) to maintain control of steering while applying maximum stopping force without the tires slipping. Magnetic 

sensors determine which wheels are turning and at what speed, while gyros detect the rotation of the vehicle. The 

microprocessor then determines how much braking force each wheel should receive to help bring the vehicle under 

control [11]. 

 

Electronic stability control (ESC) combines input from gyros, accelerometers, and magnetic wheel speed sensors to 

recognize a skid or similar loss of control by comparing the car’s speed, motion (primarily the yaw, or spin around the 

car’s vertical axis), and steering angle. The ESC then adjusts the throttle and applies individual brakes as necessary to 

help the driver keep or regain control. With an effective ESC, the driver might not even be aware that the system was 

activated [12]. 

 

Tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMSs) help avoid unsafe driving conditions and poor fuel economy from tires 

that have lost significant pressure. Tire pressure can be monitored directly or indirectly. For direct measurement, a MEMS 

pressure sensor checks the inflation of each tire. In an indirect system, magnetic wheel speed sensors identify a wheel 

rotating faster than anticipated – an underinflated tire is a “smaller” tire and will have to rotate more often to keep pace 

with a properly inflated tire. In either case, the TPMS notifies the driver that there is a tire problem.[16] 

 

Adaptive cruise control and automatic emergency braking systems act on the driver’s behalf to adjust the vehicle’s 

throttle and/or apply the brakes, maintaining a safe distance from other vehicles and avoiding collisions. These systems 

rely on accurate distance measurements provided by technologies like LiDAR (light detection and ranging).  

 

Automatic emergency call systems combine input from inertial sensors and safety systems to determine whether an 

accident has occurred and, to some degree, the severity of the situation (e.g., have the airbags deployed?). The system 

can independently contact emergency services and, provide the accident’s location using navigational data.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

It has been appeared that numerous of the past sensors can be essentially supplanted by the more cost-effective, more 

secure, and littler MEMS sensors, and hundreds of millions of MEMS sensors have been utilized within the cars. Besides, 

most estimates recommend that their application within the vehicles will proceed to develop to address vehicle security 

necessities as well as government orders.  

 

Besides, due to the impressive preferences of such sensors in terms of specialized and financial angles, car engineers 

ceaselessly find unused appplications for them so that the security and effectiveness of the vehicles can be upgraded. 

Presently, the producers ordinarily utilize the MEMS sensors within the vehicle security parameters. In any case, the 

applications related to the execution change, consolation, and extra offices and adornments are quickly changing into the 

largest MEMS showcase within the car industry. 
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